THE KINETON HIGH SCHOOL YEAR 6 INTO 7 CHALLENGE
Set by the Character and Culture Department and English Team
Having a range of experiences can be incredibly enriching to aid, develop and deepen your understanding of the curriculum. The teachers at Kineton have therefore worked together to
put together a range of ‘challenges’ that we think you should try and experience this summer.

Awards:

Bronze try x 10 experiences

Silver x 20 experiences

Gold x 30 experiences

We will require you to create your own reflective journal or scrapbook and write a minimum of one paragraph about each experience, this paragraph then needs to be
signed and dated by a parent or carer and you must also attach photographic evidence (where possible) of you completing the challenge. Scrapbooks and journals will
be due by Monday September 14th (or in the Character and Culture lesson that fortnight)

Watch:

Visit:

Visit

Learn/ Research

Read

Activities

A football match

The seaside

An art gallery

An instruction manual

A tennis match

A farm

A river or canal

Make a list of the 7 wonders
of the world.
Learn a poem off by heart.

Complete a task from an
instruction manual
Row a boat

A geographical documentary

A zoo

A recorded or live dance
performance
A recorded or live music
performance
A real sunset

An aquarium

A library and take out a new
book
A theatre

A stately home

A cinema

Stratford Upon AvonShakespeare’s birthplace

A castle, folly or windmill.

A documentary of your
choice
A programme your parents
pick
3 new Disney films that you
haven’t watched before.

A theme park

A restaurant and try a new
cuisine.
Woods or an arboretum

A video on YouTube to learn
a new skill.

A place of worship you have
not previously visited.

Public Gardens or a park
A museum of your choice

An elderly relative and ask
them about a childhood
story or their favourite
childhood memory.
A shopping mall

List 14 countries and their
capital city.
Research the Northern
lights.
About a God from Greek
mythology
5 words in Latin

About the ‘Running of the
bulls’ festival
An autobiography of your
choice
A biography of your choice

Sew something
Wash a car

A story from Arabian Nights

Go for a bike ride

5 of Aesop’s fables

Cook your family dinner

5 well known British sayings
and what they mean
Learn about 5 different
types of trees.
Make a fact-file or news
programme on 5 current
affairs topics

4 Brothers Grimm Fairy
Tales
A short story from a
different culture
A full newspaper article

Bake something

Go onto the scratch website
and follow the tutorial to
code your own virtual pet.

Choose two poets and read
some of their poetry.

Plant something and watch
it grow or help with some
gardening.

Go for a picnic
Complete a 500 piece jigsaw
puzzle.

NB: we appreciate that some of these experiences may be more tricky due to Coronavirus and social distancing requirements but hopefully this will ease over the summer.

